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Figure 1: We propose a new permissions access control that accounts for the prolonged use of everyday AR headsets. Our
prompt provides users variable control over the fidelity of data they provide to an application while showing a representation
of the application user experience at the current data fidelity level. The current application is Subtitle: an app that provides
situational awareness to AR users about the people in their surroundings. Images 1 to 5 show mockups we evaluated in AR;
each image shows the different levels of data access that can be provided, along with how the application adapts to more data.

ABSTRACT
Everyday Augmented Reality (AR) headsets pose significant pri-
vacy risks, potentially allowing prolonged sensitive data collection
of both users and bystanders (e.g. members of the public). While
users control data access through permissions, current AR systems
inherit smartphone permission prompts, which may be less appro-
priate for all-day AR. This constrains informed choices and risks
over-privileged access to sensors. We propose (N=20) a novel AR
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permission control system that allows better-informed privacy de-
cisions and evaluate it using five mock application contexts. Our
system’s novelty lies in enabling users to experience the varying
impacts of permission levels on not only a) privacy, but also b) ap-
plication functionality. This empowers users to better understand
what data an application depends on and how its functionalities are
impacted by limiting said data. Participants found that our method
allows for making better informed privacy decisions, and deemed
it more transparent and trustworthy than state-of-the-art AR and
smartphone permission systems taken from Android and iOS. Our
results offer insights into new and necessary AR permission sys-
tems, improving user understanding and control over data access.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Extended Reality (XR) is an umbrella term referring to Augmented
(AR), Mixed (MR), and Virtual Reality (VR) [76, 108]. Significant
growth in XR adoption has led people to take XR devices outside
controlled lab settings. For example, using XR devices in the home
[112], or for productivity [69, 70], and even in public [8, 40, 71]. AR
devices, in particular, have the potential to see all-day, prolonged,
everyday use as we transition towards spatial computing - with
devices designed for fashionable, wearable form factors [22, 52, 84].

Everyday AR headsets have rich capabilities to sense [2, 84]
the user [2, 20, 84, 94], bystanders around them [84, 86], and their
surroundings [1–3, 20, 84]. Current AR headsets are equipped with
‘always on’ capabilities [2, 52] and will eventually be worn by
users throughout the whole day. This long-term use will allow
AR sensors capture and reveal a greater extent of information to
platforms and applications, subjecting users to increased privacy
risks [1, 2, 20, 84, 94]. This may enable AR headsets, platforms, and
applications to capture even more data than users consented to in
the first place [2, 3, 94] or were even aware was possible [2, 84, 94].

Permissions are the primary method of allowing users control
over what data access can be accessed by applications. AR devices
predominantly use binary permission prompts, due to reliance of
Android permission architectures [4, 73]. Previous work has shown
that users do not understand why applications requests permissions
[59], what applications will do with the data if granted [27, 55, 56],
and how long the data is stored for [27, 56]. Binary permissions
bottleneck users into a decision to allow the permission or accept
the app will not work as intended [27, 55].

Users face privacy issueswhenAR headsets only provide a binary
decision as to whether or not full access to the headset’s sensor
data is granted. Providing AR applications with complete unfiltered
access to a sensor can leak more information than the user was
aware of when they first allowed data access. Sensitive information
such as the users’ sexuality [58], behaviour traits [10, 47], and
emotions [46] can be inferred in real-time to varying levels of
accuracy using AR sensing data.

Suppose an application augments the user’s desk [12, 69]. The
application does not need complete and unrestricted front RGB and
depth camera access. The application only needs to know where
the user’s desk is in relation to the headset; thus, a black-and-white
depth scan or mesh scan would suffice. Full front-facing RGB and

depth camera access could reveal privacy-invasive insights such
as information on surfaces or data about the user’s context and
those around them. Instead, we propose that AR headsets can use
fine-grained permissions to compromise between a user’s privacy
and the application’s functionality. Fine-grained permissions would
enable applications to capture only what the application needs to
work and nothing more. The majority of consumer AR devices do
not come with any level of fine-grained permissions, only allowing
users to provide applications with full access to sensor data or none
at all.

Our work addresses these challenges by introducing novel fine-
grained permission systems for AR devices. We conducted a within-
subject study (N = 20) by presenting our participants with five
permission control methods. Two of the permission controls were
the Slider w/o Image control and Slider w/ Image control, which are
two versions of our novel approach to set an allowable degree of
sensing/data access for the given AR application. The permission
controls allow users to experience how their chosen level of privacy
impacts the application’s functionality- enabling users to manage a
trade-off between privacy and functionality by, for example, show-
ing the user how the application augments their environment at
different levels of data access. We compared the Slider w/o Im-
age control, and Slider w/ Image control to three state-of-the-art
permission controls that we use as baselines: Binary control, the
default used within AR systems, which is taken from legacy An-
droid smartphone permissions. Android 11 control, which is the
current implementation for Android 11, which could be expected to
be implemented into future Android-based AR devices. iOS control,
which is the current iOS 16 implementation that could be expected
to find its way into rumoured Apple MR headsets in the future [41].
We examined the permission controls by placing the participants
in five different mock application contexts. Then participants were
presented with the permission controls one at a time to configure
and subsequently asked to complete questionnaires and, finally a
post-study semi-structured interview.

Our results show the Slider w/ Image control performed the best
in participants’ perceived understanding of the potential effects
on their privacy and what data the app will use. Both the Slider
w/ Image control and the iOS control performed the best in partici-
pants’ perceived understanding of what functionalities the app will
provide, and why the permission was requested. Our participants
preferred the Slider w/ Image control the most as the control was
ranked first, followed by iOS control, Slider w/o Image control, An-
droid 11 control, and Binary control. Our participants stated when
using the Binary control and Android 11 control the level of data
access they provide was based on how much they trust the applica-
tion. Participants trusted the Slider w/ Image control’s information
at face value as there was an image of the application provided with
the prompt. Participants voiced the Slider w/ Image control allowed
them more nuanced control of data access due to the slider and the
image compared to the other permission controls that seemed to
force participants to allow access due to not knowing how well the
application would work, if at all.

The contributions of this work are threefold: First, we introduce
a new user-experience-based fine-grained permission system ex-
plicitly designed for the increased scope and quality of AR data
collection. Second, through a user study, we evaluate our proposed
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AR permission systemwith current state-of-the-art permissions sys-
tems across different metrics. Third, our results offer insights into
designing permissions systems that users perceive to be privacy-
protecting.

2 RELATEDWORK
We draw on prior work from permissions on smartphones as they
are more mature than AR devices and can be seen as the predeces-
sors of XR devices due to the similar sensors and ability to collect
sensitive information. Both devices often also rely on the same
underlying platforms (e.g. Android used on XReal, Meta Quest, and
PICO). Moreover, the permissions used on modern XR systems are
the same as those used on mobile phones.

2.1 AR Privacy Issues
Privacy issues caused by data collection within head-worn AR
are not the same as those on smartphones [2, 20, 51, 94]. Both
devices can use the same physical sensors, such as RGB cameras,
depth sensors and microphones; AR devices can also incorporate
additional sensors, such as eye tracking and positional tracking
sensors. Yet, the data collected when using an AR headset has an
increased scope and richness due to the headset’s prolonged use
and ‘always on’ capabilities continuously sensing data [2, 3, 95].
For example, AR applications can use behavioural data to disclose
a user’s sexual preferences [58], emotions [46], and mental state
[54].

Prior research shows that AR can amplify existing privacy issues
and known challenges [2]. AR applications have access to a more
significant data collection that users may not fully comprehend the
breadth of personal information that an application can infer by
combining different AR sensors [2, 31, 94]. For example, a user’s eye
gaze hotspots and behavioural data can be integrated to build highly
targeted advertisements[2, 74, 94], displaying specific adverts based
on the user’s emotions that only they can see [2, 74]. The privacy
concerns of AR sensing branch further than solely the user [2, 84,
94]. Bystanders around the AR user are equally at risk of being
sensed without knowing they are being sensed or providing any
consent for the data collection in the first place. [84]. AR devices
can have the capability to sense a range of bystander data, such as
behaviour, biometric characteristics, and identity [84].

Developers must be cautious when accessing AR sensor data. AR
applications requesting full access to raw sensor data provide the
application with much more information than is potentially needed
[2, 86]. The sensed data could contain sensitive details that the
user and bystanders could be uncomfortable with or even unaware
they are sharing [3, 84, 94]. Overprivileged access to data can occur
when applications request more information than is required for
the functionality [27], such as requesting full camera access to track
users’ hand movements when access to the hand’s positional data
would be sufficient [51]. Due to a lack of understanding by users of
why an application requested full access to the sensor, applications
force users to make predictions and assumptions about how their
data will be processed, stored, and used [2, 56]. Raw data access
from a headset, such as video, audio, and infrared data, can uncover
potentially sensitive user information and personally identify users
[79, 87]. For example, recent research has shown that users can

be personally identified through basic positional data within a VR
experience to an accuracy of 94.33% [79] using sensors also present
on AR headsets.

In summary, users need to be made more knowledgeable of
the extent of information that can be inferred from AR sensors,
especially during prolonged headset use. Combining different AR
sensors that are ‘always-on’ can allow applications to influence
and collect private information about a user to which they did not
consent to be collected. Hence more work is needed to investigate
and control the data flow between the user and the application.

2.2 Permissions
Applications use permissions to facilitate consent from a user to
access a resource on a device [44], such as accessing the device’s
camera or photos. Users then can allow or deny the application ac-
cess to the requested resource. There are two forms of permissions,
install-time and run-time. Install-time permissions are presented
to users at the start when first installing the application [28]. The
application presents users with a list of permissions the applica-
tion wants access to; users can typically grant access to all the
requested permissions or deny the application access, subsequently
stopping the application’s installation [102]. In contrast, users are
presented with run-time permissions only when the application
wants access to a particular resource [5, 28, 102]. Asking users
for information when needed helps prevent over-privileged appli-
cations, where applications can access data without a need [27].
Run-time permissions, in theory, should correspond clearly with
an exact functionality [5]. A clear association between the data re-
quested and the application’s functionality should be evident to the
user as to why the application wants access to the requested data
[5, 13, 113]. Unlike install-time permissions that stop the user from
using the application, if the user denies access, the best practice
for run-time permissions suggests that the application should still
work in general minus the functionality where the denied data is
needed [5]. The predominant permission type on Android 6.0 and
iOS 6 and above devices is run-time [63, 102], which also includes
XR devices like the Meta Quest. Nevertheless, in practice, appli-
cations can still present run-time permissions the first time users
open the application after installation, thus creating an evolved ver-
sion of install-time permissions where users struggle to associate
permissions with specific functionality.

In summary, permissions come in two forms, install-time and
run-time. Install-time permissions, if denied, prevent the appli-
cation from being installed. Each run-time permission should, in
theory, be associated with a specific functionality, and if denied,
the application should still be able to run minus the functionality.

2.3 Permissions Controls
Traditionally permissions controls are seen as a binary “Allow” or
“Deny” decision. Users can either allow or deny applications full
access to the requested resource. Binary permission controls are
still in use today; however, from Android 11 onwards, applications
requesting permissions to access the device’s location, microphone,
or camera can use one-time permissions. One-time permissions
provide temporary access to information, allowing users to provide
access “While using the app”, “Only at this time”, or “Deny” [5]. iOS
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15 and above also uses both binary permissions of “Don’t Allow” and
“Allow”; and a similar temporary control used for location “Allow
while using App”, “Allow Once”, and “Don’t Allow” [50]. Currently,
AR devices do not have such temporary access permission and
only use the standard “Allow” and “Deny” binary options. However,
such existing temporary access permission systems assume the
application is not running indefinitely, failing to account for the
’always on’ capabilities of everyday AR devices and the extended
scope of data collection [2, 3, 20, 94].

Even though Android and iOS permissions have similar permis-
sions controls, the method by which they are presented to the user
differs. iOS permissions require developers to add an explanation
for why the permission is needed, such as “The app records during
the night to detect snoring sounds” [50]. Permissions can explain
why the application needs access to specific data to increase users’
understanding [59, 113, 114]. However, applications can implement
malicious or misleading justifications to trick users into providing
access when they might not have otherwise if the justification was
accurate [61, 111]. Android permissions can also include explana-
tions, but as an optional feature and not by default [5, 102]. The OS
generates the Android prompt by default, hence why the messages
are vague. The text is generic enough that developers can use the
prompts in multiple situations and applications. On iOS, the appli-
cation developers write the prompt specifically for the context and
application; hence other applications cannot use the same prompt.

Previous work shows that such contextualised text-based expla-
nations similar to the iOS permission prompt performed better than
non-contextualised examinations similar to the Android permission
prompt for Mobile Augmented Reality applications [44]. Neverthe-
less, textual and non-textual contextualised justifications are absent
within current consumer AR devices. Textual justifications may be
a first step to explaining AR permissions better. However, textual
justifications do not take advantage of the capabilities of AR devices,
such as novel visualisations, displaying non-textual information,
and more expansive screen space. Therefore, there is a need for
permission systems that leverage AR affordances.

Another method to control permissions is the use of Fine-grained
permissions. Fine-grained permissions refer to how precise the data
accessed by an application is. iOS and Android can allow users to
provide different levels of data availability regarding location data.
On Android, a user can select between providing approximate or
precise location information to an application [6, 30]. The approxi-
mate location permissions allow the app to access the users’ location
within 3 square kilometres (1.2 square miles). As the name suggests,
the precise location permission allows the application to access the
users’ location within 50 meters or less (160 feet) [6]. Apple imple-
mented a similar fine-grained control for location through a toggle
switch and provides visual feedback to the user showing the accu-
racy of both options [50]. Nevertheless, even when the applications
can offer fine-grained control for the users’ location, this permis-
sion presentation method is not the default prompt. Developers can
even evade the option for users to provide approximate location
data by requesting only the precise location permission [110] and
bypassing interventions explicitly designed to protect user privacy-
nudging users into providing more data than necessary.

In summary, permissions controls within AR headsets only give
the user a binary decision to allow the application full data access

or nothing at all. On both Android and iOS devices, when accessing
sensitive sensors, the user can provide the application access based
on the session length. However, such a solution would not work
for AR headsets as sessions can run indefinitely, once again failing
to account for ‘always-on’ sensors. The iOS permission prompts
are unique and written by developers, while Android permission
prompts are generic and provided by the OS. Neither prompt takes
advantage of the new capabilities provided by AR headsets, such
as infinite screenspace and immersion.

2.4 AR Data Access and Control
There is limited literature on controlling data access within an
AR context. Gallardo et al. [31] interviewed several AR users to
investigate what privacy concerns may exist in an everyday AR
context. The AR users stated that AR headsets will need to account
for different contexts that users will be in, and data access controls
may need to become context-dependent [31], motivating the need
for AR data access controls to provide variable levels of permissions
based on the current situation. This work shows that a one-size-
fits-all permissions approach is inappropriate for everyday AR as it
does not account for prolonged headset use [31].

Previous research has looked at potential OS-level abstractions
to provide fine-grained data access for AR headsets [51]. The fine-
grained permissions were implemented using recognisers. Recog-
nisers allow applications to access finer-grained permissions rather
than access to the complete sensor data [51]. For example, if an
application wants to render filters onto a person’s face, the recog-
nisers only provide the application with where a person’s face and
facial features are [51]. Preventing the application from accessing
the complete front camera data, which subsequently leaks informa-
tion about the users’ surroundings to the application, providing the
application with overprivileged access [51]. Currently, recognisers
work at varying accuracy levels based on different situations, thus
impacting the users’ experience when using the application [51].
Moreover, recognisers do not allow users to customise the level of
data access an application has.

Recognisers have also been used as the basis of a world-based
data access control [95]. The World-Driven Access Control uses
‘passports’ to communicate to the AR headset that it has entered a
sensitive location and must alter its data access settings [95]. This
work once again motivates the need for AR permissions to be able
to adapt and find new ways of providing data rather than providing
full raw data access.

Outside of individual data access, previous work has looked at
how information can be shared or protected from others in a multi-
user AR context [93, 96]. For example, Rajaramet et al. [93] ran
an elicitation study with AR and security and privacy experts to
design different interaction techniques and how access control is
managed between colocated and remote AR users. Ruth et al. [96]
examined how augmentations and applications can be secured and
shared between users. Both these works account for one type of
context and do not explore when users move between locations or
allow users to control the level of data access.

Due to a lack of data access guidance for XR developers [2, 3],
over recent years, academia [3, 43], industry [49], and government
[68] have developed potential security and privacy standards for
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general XR. For example, XRSI developed a privacy and safety
framework [49] highlighting the need for transparent data handling,
user consent mechanisms, and ethical considerations in immersive
experiences. XRSI’s framework complements broader standards
such as GDPR and NIST guidance [117]. Collectively, all these
standards and frameworks represent a focused effort to build both
adaptable and robust measures for ensuring future XR systems are
secure and private.

Previous research [2, 20, 31, 94] motivates an investigation into
how AR devices can present fine-grained permission systems that
empower users to manage their privacy rather than becoming an-
other hurdle. However, there is no work looking at how users may
engage with such fine-grained permissions when given the chance
to customise the level of data access over traditional permissions,
if at all.

2.5 Usability of Permissions
Past research has shown that when users are presented with run-
time permissions, they tend not to read permissions and grant the
application access to all the requested data without understand-
ing the consequences of their actions [27, 55]. When users do pay
attention to permissions and read the provided information, the
permission prompt can lack clarity and be challenging for the user
to understand [27, 56]. Permissions are seen to be more complex to
comprehend [75]. The lack of clarity is an issue, as previous work
has shown that the main factor in when a user allows or denies a
permission is based on the user’s expectations, their understand-
ing of the application’s functionality, and their considerations of
privacy consequences at that moment [23, 63, 75, 102, 113].

By requesting permissions to access information, it is clear to
users what data is accessed by the application [44, 56]. However,
a struggle when interacting with permissions is that the reason
why the application requests access to specific data is not apparent
to users [56]. Permissions that do not explicitly state a reason or
are unclear from the context leave users confused about why the
application needs access in the first place [59] — ultimately leading
users not to allow the application access to the requested data [9].

Users prefer when permission systems clearly explain why the
application has requested access to information. When applications
present users with the reasoning behind the data access with trans-
parency, the application is also perceived to be more trustworthy
[39, 44, 59, 113, 114]. Building users’ trust is vital for applications
as users tend to grant permissions for applications they trust [110].

Applications can become overprivileged by requesting access to
more resources than required [27]. Previous work has shown that
developers tend to get confused over the scope of each permission
and thus request more than they require to avoid their application
crashing [110]. Users allowing more permissions than is needed can
cause a privacy issue later on if the developer starts to collect the
information previously granted without the user being aware of the
change. Research has shown that users rarely remove permissions
after they have been granted for reasons such as a lack of awareness,
‘out of sight out of mind’, or even believing they had no reason to [60,
64, 101, 110]. Overprivileged applications make it more important
than ever to configure permissions correctly when provided with

the opportunity to, as users tend not to remove previously granted
permissions.

Current AR permission systems need more explicit justifications
presented to users for why the applications requested access to
data. AR users cannot make an informed privacy decision whether
to allow or deny the permission due to the lack of information [2].

In summary, users tend not to read permission prompts, and
when they do can easily get confused as many prompts lack clarity.
Users must understandwhy the requested data is needed tomake an
informed privacy decision. Overprivilaged applications constitute
a significant privacy concern as many users do not change their
permission settings to revoke previously granted access at a later
point.

3 AR FINE-GRAINED PERMISSION CONCEPT
We propose a user-experience-based fine-grained permission con-
trol explicitly built for AR. We wanted to explore a method that
allows users to improve their privacy by trading parts of the applica-
tion’s functionality and user experience. The underlying concept of
our permission control was to combat modern permission controls
that ask users to provide applications with complete data access for
a long or limited period of time. Our concept instead allows users
to offer applications partial data access for an extended period of
time. We take advantage of fine-grained permissions to control just
how partial the data they provide is. In the following, we address
some significant characteristics and requirements of our concept
that informed our initial design.

Protects User Privacy: Modern-day privacy is about informa-
tion [18]. Privacy, by its nature is individualistic, acting as a personal
and social construct combining access, confidentiality, and context
[65, 80, 81, 105]. Any implementation should be designed with ‘Pri-
vacy by Design’ [57] in mind. Any design, by default, should work
to protect as much of the user’s data as possible. Any implemen-
tation should provide mechanisms to only supply the application
with what is needed and nothing more unless specified by the user.
Deciding how much privacy or to what extent data is shared is
where users should be given the control to configure fine-grained
permissions accordingly.

Transparency: Transparency can build trust between an ap-
plication and its users [2, 110], but greater transparency does not
always equate to user trust [2]. Permission controls are the in-
between for allowing or not allowing applications access to a re-
source [27, 44]. Any implementation should communicate with the
user what will happen after they make a decision. Communicating
the consequences of a decision could take place in the form of an
explanation, a visual representation, or even a trial experience. We
believe this area has a lot of creative and design space. Unlike mo-
bile permission prompts, AR allows designers to make use of extra
real estate outside of the dimensions of a mobile phone screen.

Functionality Specific and Functionality Enhancing: The
best practice of standard permissions is to be linked with a function-
ality [5, 13, 113]. Clear links between permissions and functionality
increase user understanding of permissions and why an application
has requested it [5, 27, 28, 102]. Unlike standard permissions, if a
user declines a request, the functionality will not work [5]. We sug-
gest that a fine-grained permission request can be directly equated
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to adding functionality to the application but, more importantly, in-
creasing the quality of preexisting functionality. The aim is to make
applications work at different data access levels, allowing users to
increase functionality as more data is provided rather than creating
an all-or-nothing stand-off between the user and the application.

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The following permission controls were our interpretation of the
concept outlined above. The proposed designs varyingly meet the
design considerations noted around privacy, transparency, and func-
tionality by providing a descriptive fine-grained slider UI for con-
trolling the extent of allowable permissions granted to the appli-
cation. These designs aim to explore whether users would make
privacy-functionality trade-offs if given such control. As in our
study there are 4-5 options for the user to choose from, we use
a slider with a “magnet effect” allowing the user to slide only to
the options rather than anything between. A different design of
the permission control method showing a finite set of options like
radio buttons would work but the advantage of discrete sliders is
that it communicates to users a form of ‘more or less‘ in this case
of providing more or less data. Discrete sliders have also been used
by previous work in XR devices to communicate steps of a complex
continuum [38]. The implementations are only one version of how
a user-experience-based fine-grained permission control may look
and should not be mistaken as the best nor only implementation.

Slider w/ Image control This permission control is our novel
proposed permission system that allows users to set their own
level of access to the requested resource with a slider (see Fig-
ure 2A). The permission prompt allows users to experience how
their chosen access level impacts the app’s functionality and user
experience—empowering users to customise their own trade-off
between user privacy and functionality. The popup is titled with
the app name and a sentence explaining the fidelity of the data
provided at the current slider level. Optionally one sentence is la-
belled with “Minimum Requirement” as the lowest level of data
fidelity for the app to work to some functional but impaired de-
gree. Another sentence is labelled with “Optimal Performance” to
represent the optimal trade-off between privacy and functionality
where the level of data fidelity allows the app to work as intended.
The “Optimal Performance” label is in place to communicate to the
user when the segment on the slider provides all the base function-
ality, thus implying there may not be a need to provide full data
access. Under the explanation sentence is an screenshot image of
the actual application. The screenshot is there to show the user
what the application and the functionalities will look and behave
like at the current slider position. Below the image is a UI slider
segmented to the number of data fidelity options available. The
explanation sentence changes to describe the fidelity option when
the user moves the slider.

Slider w/o Image control This permission control is the same
as the Slider w/ Image control but without an image element to show
the app’s functionality at the current slider position (see Figure 2B).
The image is removed to compare how users prefer the addition of
a graphical explanation compared to only text.

4.1 Baselines
The following permission controls were used as baselines to com-
pare against the permission controls we developed. We chose the
Binary control, Android 11 control, and iOS control as they are the
state-of-the-art permission systems that are available and openly
used today. This study focuses on the evaluation of permission
control methods, specifically looking at the prompt designs rather
than the interaction methods. As most AR systems are based on
Android and use the older Binary control, we included the Android
11 control as it is the updated version of how Android systems cur-
rently provide data access. The addition of the iOS control follows
the same reasoning, as visionOS used in Apple’s Vision Pro may
base data access on iOS. It is important to note that in this study,
the design of the baseline permission prompts mirror the actual
designs in the real-world, thus only providing the exact same text
and information, contributing to our studies ecological validity in
comparing to real-world baselines.

Binary control This is the existing AR permission system used
as a baseline (see Figure 2C). This permission system is the tradi-
tional permission prompt and the standard on today’s AR glasses.
This prompt states the specific permission requested and gives the
user a binary decision to either decline or accept the permission by
pressing the “Deny” or “Allow” buttons.

Android 11 control This is the standard system used in An-
droid 11 [5] (see Figure 2D). The prompt is titled with the app’s
name and a sentence stating the permissions the app requests. The
user has the decision to allow the app access to the requested re-
source when the app is in the foreground, only providing access
to the requested resource once, or declining access by pressing the
“While using the app”, “Only at this time”, or “Deny” buttons.

iOS control This control is based on the iOS 16 permission
prompt [50] (see Figure 2E). The prompt is titled “Allow [app name]
to access [permission name]” and an explanation sentence stating
why the app has requested the permission below the title. The user
has the decision to allow the app access to the requested resource
when the app is in the foreground, only providing access to the
requested resource once, or declining access by pressing the “Allow
While Using App”, “Allow Once”, or “Don’t Allow” buttons.

4.2 Technical Implementation
All the permission control methods were implemented using C#
within Unity with the NRSDK 1.9.1 [83]. We loaded the permissions
controls directly onto the XReal Light AR headset (1920x1080 px
per eye, 60Hz refresh rate) [82] to use as a standalone headset, not
to require a connection to external computing power. While users
can interact with the permission control methods using both hand
tracking and the Nreal controller, only the controller was used for
this study due to the performance of the XReal hand tracking under
variable lighting conditions.

5 STUDY DESIGN
The study was designed as within-subjects. There were two inde-
pendent variables: the permission control methods (see Figure 4) and
the contexts (see subsection 5.1). Both IVs had five levels, thus cre-
ating twenty-five unique conditions in total for all the participants
to experience. The order of the contexts and permissions control
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Figure 2: The participant on the right can be seen wearing a pair of XReal Light AR glasses. While wearing the AR glasses, the
participant is presented with and asked to evaluate the different AR prompts one at a time for each of the five contexts, in
this case, “Filterr”. Filterr is a hypothetical app allowing AR users to apply face and body filters onto others around them. A)
Shows the Slider w/ Image control providing the app access to only the silhouette of the people around them. The image of the
ghosts represents a filter being applied on top of bystanders. The ghosts’ size is based on how far away the bystanders are from
the user. B) Is the Slider w/o Image control, which presents the same information minus the representation of the app’s user
experience at the current slider position. C) Is the Binary control, which is the current permission prompt used within AR
devices. D) Presents the Android 11 control, which allows the user to provide data access for different durations. E) Is the iOS
control, which provides the user with a sentence of textual explanation for why the permission was requested, along with
allowing the user to provide data access for different durations.

methods presented to the participant were counterbalanced using
a 5x5 Latin Square [115] to prevent learning effects.

5.1 Contexts
Five different contexts were formulated to evaluate our control
methods so the participants could have enough “hands-on” time
to judge and configure the permission control methods reasonably.
Each context is an application archetype upon which we would
test our envisaged permission prompts. Subtitle: This app provides
situational awareness to AR users about the people in their sur-
roundings. This application archetype is based on the work from
Google [33, 85]. Filterr: This app allows AR users to apply face and
body filters onto other people. This application archetype is based
on Snapchat [107]. Room Designer: This is an interior design
app that allows AR users to design the room they are currently
in. This application archetype is based on the Ikea Place app [48].
StreetNav: This app provides AR users with directions to walk
in order to navigate to a location. This application archetype is

based on Google Maps [34]. AR Health: This app tracks AR users’
mental and physical health, and its archetype is based on Apple
Health [7]. Each of the contexts was a means of presenting different
permission prompts for different application archetypes. Hence, we
did not have a functional application for any context and did not
collect any of the data the permissions requested.

5.2 Permission Control Methods
Five permission control variables were used for this study as pre-
sented in Figure 4. Two fine-grained permission methods Slider w/o
Image control and Slider w/ Image control. Three baselines from
state-of-the-art permission methods Binary control, Android 11
control, and iOS control. During the study the Android 11 control
and iOS control were referred as “Data Access Without Description
Control” and “Data Access With Description Control” as we did not
want to bias the participants by showing brand names or collect
results based on any preconceived notions of the two companies
privacy practices.
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5.2.1 Permission Controls Texts. For each of the contexts, the per-
mission controls text changed. The slider segments for the Slider
w/o Image control and Slider w/ Image control are associated with a
specific AR API that currently has the capability to manipulate and
process the sensor data in this way by default. The segments for
Subtitle are derived from the Android Media and Audio API. The
segments for Filterr are derived from the StereoLabs ZED SDK 3.
The segments for Room Designer are derived from the Microsoft
Mixed Reality API. The segments for StreetNav are derived from the
Google Android Location API and Google’s AR Core. Finally, the
segments for AR Health are derived from both the Google Android
and Apple iOS API’s. The text on the Binary control is taken from
the Meta store. The Android 11 control text is from the Android Play
Store. The iOS control text is taken from the iOS App Store.

The Binary control and Android 11 control displays a message ask-
ing for access to a sensor. The iOS control displays a contextualised
justification for a sensor. Both Sliders present a slider ranging from
1 (Deny) to 5 (Full sensor access). For a complete detailed view of
the permission control text, see Table 4-5, in the Appendix.

5.3 Dependent Variables
After each condition, the participants were asked to complete un-
weighted NASA-TLX questionnaire [45] to measure perceived work-
load for each permission control method. Next, participants are
asked questions on perceived understanding used in [44] and [53].
Once the participants have completed all twenty-five conditions
at the end of the study, participants were asked to fill out 5-point
Likert questions on perceived usability and trust and rank the per-
mission control methods in order of preference. These questions
were asked at the end so that the participants could have sufficient
time to use each permission control method. The usability questions
are based on the System Usability Scale (SUS) [15] and a question
used in [44].

5.4 Post-Study Semi-Structured Interview
The post-study semi-structured interview was conducted to gain
more in-depth insights into the decisions made by the participants
about their mindset and thinking when based on the actions in the
user study and questionnaire responses. The researcher followed an
interview guide (see subsection A.1) to ensure consistency among
all the participants while having the freedom to explore and dis-
cuss topics brought up during the interview. Interview questions
examined comprehension and attitudes towards the permission con-
trol methods experienced, in particular contrasting the Slider w/o
Image control and Slider w/ Image control with participant’s prior
experience both with mobile device permissions and the baselines
presented in this study, before finally discussing enhancements to
the fine-grained permission controls.

6 METHODOLOGY
A within-subject study was conducted to evaluate the different AR
permission control methods. The study aimed to understand to
what extent AR users would engage with fine-grained preferences,
pictorial and textual descriptions’ influence on permission config-
uration, and attitudes towards adopting fine-grained permission

prompts. This study involved participants wearing an AR head-
set to interact with different permissions controls within different
application contexts, followed by questionnaires to reflect on the
overall conditions and ending with a semi-structured interview.

6.1 Recruitment and Demographics
Our Institution’s Research Ethics Board granted ethics approval
before conducting the research. The complete study took 60minutes
of the participants’ time; the participants received £10 Amazon gift
cards as reimbursement. We recruited 20 participants by sending
invitations over a university mailing list, posting on social media,
and word of mouth. All potential participants had to be aged 18+
to take part. Our participants were within the age range of 20-40
(M = 27.45, SD = 5.30). Nine participants self-identified as female
and eleven self-identified as male. The option of non-binary and
other was available yet was not selected. Zero participants declared
they had not heard of AR; two participants declared they had never
used AR but knew of it; nine declared they had used mobile AR
infrequently (AR games such as Pokemon GO, AR applications);
one declared they had used mobile AR frequently (AR games such
as Pokemon GO, AR applications); and nine declare they have used
an AR headset (Hololens, VR headset with passthrough).

We used the Internet Users’ Information Privacy Concerns question-
naire (IUIPC) [62] to assess participants’ general privacy attitudes.
The IUIPC’s score is between 1 and 7, where 7 represents a high
privacy attitude. Participants rated their wish for control (M = 5.96,
SD = 0.05), awareness (M = 6.43, SD = 0.30), and the perceived ratio
between benefit and collection (M = 5.77, SD = 0.10). A limitation
of privacy questionnaires is that they only provide the theoretical
privacy attitudes of the user and do not provide insight into if the
attitudes are present in practice [32]. Nonetheless, the mean scores
implying the participants represent a high general privacy attitude.

6.2 Study Procedure
Once the participant was ready to begin the study, they wore a pair
of XReal Light AR glasses [82]. The lead researcher explained to the
participant how to use the AR headset and controller. The experi-
ment had five different contexts, each with five permission control
methods, allowing the participants to configure the requested per-
mission(s). The order of the contexts and permissions controls
presented to the participant was counterbalanced using a 5x5 Latin
Square [115]. The participant started the study when presented
with a context while wearing the AR headset. The researcher read a
description of the context as stated in subsection 5.1. After confirm-
ing they understood the context and needed no further repetition,
the participant was shown a permission control method presented
in subsection 5.2. The participant was then asked to explore each
option and make an informed choice based on if they were using
this application in reality. After the participant configured the per-
missions, they were asked to complete a questionnaire on a tablet.
The participant was asked not to take off the AR glasses while filling
out the questionnaire so they could refer back to the permission
control method at any time. Once the participant interacted with
all five permissions control methods, this process was repeated for
all the other contexts.
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After completing all conditions, the participant removed the AR
headset, completed another questionnaire, and ranked the permis-
sion control methods on a tablet. Printouts of the five permission
control methods were given to the participant to aid their mem-
ory. Once the participant completed the questionnaires, a semi-
structured interview was conducted (see subsection 5.4).

6.3 Limitations
Our sample size is small compared to a global sample size. How-
ever, a power analysis was conducted using R studio [91, 109] with
the pwrss package [16]. Setting an alpha of 0.05 as the signifi-
cance criterion and a power of 80% [29], a sample of 20 partici-
pants is sufficient to determine a medium effect size ([2𝑝 = 0.06)
or greater with a repeated measures ANOVA. The power analysis
assumes a perfect sample of participants, which in practice is ex-
tremely difficult to recruit from a local sample [66]. Nevertheless,
our within-subject study has more participants than the average
accepted number of local participants for a within-subject study
in the human-computer-interaction field [17]. While the pairwise
comparisons were carefully conducted with corrections applied to
mitigate potential biases, no additional corrections were applied on
top of the already adjusted values within potential single-family
hypotheses. Thus, care is required when generalising the results to
broader contexts [21, 118].

We also cannot completely rule out that participants did not fully
understand the context descriptions and may have configured the
permissions in a way they might not have if their understanding
was correct. However, as detailed in subsection 6.2, we took all pre-
cautions to ensure the participant understood the context, double-
checking by asking if they understood the context and repeating
the context when needed. Participants may not have understood
a question or term before answering the question. However, to
minimise confusion, the researcher was present in the room and
made sure the participant knew they could ask questions or request
clarification if needed.

6.4 Analysis
Quantitative: We performed an Aligned-Rank Transform (ART)
[24, 116] using the R version of ARTool [26] to convert our non-
parametric data into a format to conduct both a one or two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA for statistical significance testing. ART
enables parametric tests to be conducted on non-parametric data,
in our case, Likert-scale responses or data that was non-normal
distributions [100, 116]. The effect sizes are reported when the
partial eta squared ([2𝑝 ) values are as follows: small when 0.01 ≥
[2𝑝 < 0.06, medium when 0.06 ≥ [2𝑝 < 0.14, and large when
[2𝑝 ≥ 0.14. These values were chosen based on previous work
[29, 77]. We report significance values where p equals or is less
than 0.05. In cases of significant differences, we run ART-C post hoc
contrasts [25] tests using Tukey corrections to correct the alpha
value for multiple comparisons [25, 116]. We do not explicitly report
post-hoc contrasts for the interaction effects between context and
the permission control method as 300 pairwise comparisons are
available hence, presentingmeaningful results would not be feasible.
However, we present the interaction graphs within the Appendix

for by-eye comparisons and tables indicating significant differences
(seesubsection A.2).

Qualitative: Data from the semi-structured interview were coded
using inductive coding [67] to develop a qualitative codebook. A
single coder iteratively coded the data to account for emerging
codes. Quotes from the interview were grouped using codes. Codes
were not defined before the coding process and emerged through
patterns and similar answers within the data. The lead and sec-
ondary authors reviewed the final codes list and grouped similar
codes into main themes.

7 RESULTS
7.1 Understanding Permissions Control
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Figure 3: 5-point Likert scales 1=Strongly disagree to
5=Strongly agree plotted on a boxplot. The Slider w/ Image
control and iOS control performed the best in terms of per-
ceived understanding of why the application requested the
data, the effect providing the data has on the user’s privacy,
what functionality the app will provide with the data, and
what data the app will use. The Binary control and Android
11 control performed poorly for user understanding.

Understanding of data used. Statistical tests for the participant’s
understanding of what data the app will be able to use showed
significant differences (“The permission control method gives me
a good understanding of what data the app will be able to use:
1=Strongly disagree; 5=Strongly agree”, see Figure 3 for distribu-
tion of participant responses). The ANOVA suggests that the main
effect of Context was not statistically significant and small (F (4) =
2.35, p = 0.054; [2𝑝 = 0.02). The main effect of Permission Control
Methods was statistically significant and large (F (4) = 32.07, p <
0.001; [2𝑝 = 0.22). The interaction between Context and the Permis-
sion Control Methods was statistically significant and medium
(F (16) = 2.49, p = 0.001; [2𝑝 = 0.08). Post hoc analysis revealed the
Binary control performed statistically significantly worse than the
iOS control (p < 0.0001), the Slider w/o Image control (p < 0.0001), and
the Slider w/ Image control (p < 0.0001). The Android 11 control also
performed statistically significantly worse than the iOS control (p <
0.0001), the Slider w/o Image control (p = 0.0018), and the Slider w/
Image control (p < 0.0001). The iOS control performed statistically
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significantly better than the Slider w/o Image control (p = 0.0001)
yet was still beaten by the Slider w/ Image control (p < 0.0001). The
Slider w/ Image control went onto outperform the Slider w/o Image
control (p < 0.0001). This shows that clear descriptions and images
allow participants to understand better what data the app would
be able to use.

Understanding of application functionality. Statistical tests for
the participant’s understanding of the functionalities of the ap-
plications showed significant differences (“The permission control
method gives me a good understanding of what data the app will be
able to use: 1=Strongly disagree; 5=Strongly agree”, see Figure 3 for
distribution of participant responses). The ANOVA suggests that
the main effect of Context is statistically significant and small (F (4)
= 3.23, p = 0.012; [2𝑝 = 0.03). The main effect of the Permission Con-
trol Methods is statistically significant and large (F (4) = 133.88, p <
0.001; [2𝑝 = 0.54). The interaction between Context and the Permis-
sion Control Methods is statistically significant andmedium (F (16)
= 3.11, p < 0.001; [2𝑝 = 0.10). Post hoc analysis for Context revealed
that the Subtitle context performed statistically significantly worse
than both the RoomDesigner (p =0.0248) and StreetNav (p =0.0212)
contexts. Post hoc analysis for the Permission Control Methods
revealed that the Binary control performed statistically significantly
worse than the iOS control (p < 0.0001), the Slider w/o Image control
(p < 0.0001), and the Slider w/ Image control (p < 0.0001). The Android
11 control also performed statistically significantly worse than the
iOS control (p < 0.0001), the Slider w/o Image control (p < 0.0001), and
the Slider w/ Image control (p < 0.0001). The iOS control performed
statistically significantly better than the Slider w/o Image control (p =
0.0001). The Slider w/ Image control performed better than the Slider
w/o Image control (p < 0.0001). These results show that the Slider w/
Image control and iOS control were the best at communicating the
application’s functionalities.

Understanding of potential effect on privacy. Statistical tests for
the participant’s understanding of permission’s potential ef-
fect on their privacy (“The permission control method gives me a
good understanding of the potential effect to my privacy: 1=Strongly
disagree; 5=Strongly agree”, see Figure 3 for distribution of par-
ticipant responses). The ANOVA suggests that the main effect of
Context was not statistically significant and small (F (4) = 0.62, p =
0.646; [2𝑝 = 5.44𝑒 − 03). The main effect of the Permission Control
Method was statistically significant and large (F (4) = 24.58, p <
0.001; [2𝑝 = 0.18). The interaction between Context and the Permis-
sion Control Method was statistically not significant and small
(F (16) = 1.33, p = 0.173; [2𝑝 = 0.04). Post hoc analysis revealed the
Binary control performed statistically significantly worse than the
iOS control (p < 0.0001), the Slider w/o Image control (p = 0.0001), and
the Slider w/ Image control (p < 0.0001). The Android 11 control also
performed statistically significantly worse than the iOS control (p <
0.0001), the Slider w/o Image control (p < 0.0001), and the Slider w/
Image control (p < 0.0001). Finally the Slider w/ Image control went
onto outperformed both the Slider w/o Image control (p = 0.0044)
and the iOS control (p = 0.0018). These results show that the Slider
w/ Image control was the clearest method for the participants to
understand what would happen to their privacy based on their
permission choice.

Understanding of why data was requested. Statistical tests for
the participant’s understanding of why the applications needed
access to the requested permission (“I understood why the appli-
cation needed access to the permissions that were being requested:
1=Strongly disagree; 5=Strongly agree”, see Figure 3). The ANOVA
suggests that the main effect of Context was statistically significant
and small (F (4) = 3.06, p = 0.017 ;[2𝑝 = 0.03). The main effect of the
Permission Control Method was statistically significant and large
(F (4) = 72.16, p < 0.001; [2𝑝 = 0.39). The interaction between Context
and Type is statistically significant and medium (F (16) = 1.97, p
= 0.014; [2𝑝 = 0.06). Post hoc analysis for the Context revealed no
significant differences between contexts. Post hoc analysis for the
Permission Control Methods revealed the Binary control performed
statistically significantly worse than the iOS control (p < 0.0001),
the Slider w/o Image control (p = 0.0001), and the Slider w/ Image
control (p < 0.0001). The Android 11 control also performed statisti-
cally significantly worse than the iOS control (p < 0.0001), the Slider
w/o Image control (p = 0.0003), and the Slider w/ Image control (p <
0.0001). Finally, the Slider w/o Image control was outperformed by
both the iOS control (p < 0.0001) and the Slider w/ Image control (p =
0.0018). These results show that the Slider w/ Image control and iOS
control allowed the participants to see the correlation between the
permission requested and why the app needed access to that data
easier than the other permission control methods.

7.2 SUS Based Usability Scales
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Figure 4: 5-point Likert scales 1=Strongly disagree to
5=Strongly agree plotted on a boxplot. Each factor is taken
from the SUS Usability Survey. All the permission controls
scored similarly for being perceived to be error prone. The
Slider w/o Image control was perceived to be more unneces-
sarily complex compared to the other permission controls.
All the permission controls were perceived as easy to use
with the Slider w/ Image control and iOS control scoring the
highest.

The SUS based usability questions were asked after the partic-
ipants completed all 25 unique conditions, hence the only factor
is the Permission Control Method. See Figure 4 for distribution of
participant responses).

Easy to Use. Statistical tests showed a significant difference be-
tween the Permission Control Methods in their perceived ease of
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use (“I thought the {control method name} was easy to use: 1=Strongly
disagree; 5=Strongly agree” ). The ANOVA suggests that the main
effect of the Permission Control Method was statistically signifi-
cant and large (F (4) = 4.85, p = 0.002; [2𝑝 = 0.20). Post hoc analysis
revealed the Slider w/o Image control performed statistically signif-
icantly worse than the iOS control (p = 0.0026), and the Slider w/
Image control (p = 0.0159). These results show that the participants
perceived the Slider w/ Image control and iOS control as easier to
use than the Slider w/o Image control.

Error Proneness. There were no significant differences between
the Permission Control Methods in perceived error proneness
(“I thought the {control method name} was error-prone: 1=Strongly
disagree; 5=Strongly agree” ).

Unnecessary Complexity. Statistical tests showed a significant
difference between the Permission Control Methods in their per-
ceived Unnecessary Complexity (“I found the {control method
name} was unnecessarily complex: 1=Strongly disagree; 5=Strongly
agree” ). The ANOVA suggests that the main effect of the Permission
Control Method was statistically significant and large (F (4) = 3.35,
p = 0.014; [2𝑝 = 0.15). Post hoc analysis revealed the Slider w/o Image
control performed statistically significantly worse than the Binary
control (p = 0.0049). These results show that the Slider w/o Image
control without an accompanying image may be considered overly
complicated, showing how important the addition of the visual
representations are.

7.3 Trust
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Figure 5: 5-point Likert scales 1=Strongly disagree to
5=Strongly agree plotted on a boxplot. Participants trusted
the Slider w/ Image control, Slider w/o Image control, and iOS
control the most to provide accurate information. Leading
them to perceive that both the app and device will respect
their privacy decisions. The Binary control and Android 11
control both performed the worst regarding trust.

The Trust questions were asked after the participants completed
all 25 unique conditions, hence the only factor is the Permission
Control Method. See Figure 5 for distribution of responses.

Trust of Information Accuracy. Significant differences were found
when the participants were asked if they trusted the information
provided by the permission methods was accurate (“I trust

the information provided by the permission control is accurate” ). The
ANOVA suggests that the main effect of the Permission Control
Method was statistically significant and large (F (4) = 11.96, p <
0.001; [2𝑝 = 0.39). Post hoc analysis revealed the Binary control
performed statistically significantly worse than the iOS control (p
= 0.0016), the Slider w/o Image control (p = 0.0051), and the Slider
w/ Image control (p < 0.0001). As well as the Android 11 control also
performing statistically significantly worse than the iOS control (p
= 0.0042), the Slider w/o Image control (p = 0.0125), and the Slider w/
Image control (p < 0.0001). These results show that the participants
trusted the information provided by the permission prompt was
accurate more when the permission control method explained why
the application requested the data alongwith the name of the sensor,
either through text as seen on the iOS control and Slider w/o Image
control or image-based like the Slider w/ Image control.

Trust of Device. After running statistical tests on how much the
participants trusted the AR device, significant differences between
the Permission Control Methods were found (“I trust the device will
respect my privacy decisions” ). The ANOVA suggests that the main
effect of the Permission Control Method was statistically significant
and large (F (4) = 5.15, p = 0.001; [2𝑝 = 0.21). Post hoc analysis
revealed the Binary control performed statistically significantly
worse than the iOS control (p = 0.0071), the Slider w/o Image control
(p = 0.0296), and the Slider w/ Image control (p = 0.0015).

Trust of Application. Significant differences were found for how
much the participants trusted the application (“I trust the applica-
tion will respect my privacy decisions” ). The ANOVA suggests that
the main effect of the Permission Control Method was statistically
significant and large (F (4) = 6.20, p < 0.001; [2𝑝 = 0.25). Post hoc
analysis revealed the Android 11 control performed statistically sig-
nificantly worse than the iOS control (p = 0.0325), and the Slider
w/ Image control (p = 0.0150). The Binary control also performed
statistically significantly worse than the iOS control (p = 0.0050), the
Slider w/o Image control (p = 0.0478), and the Slider w/ Image control
(p = 0.0021). These results show that the participants trusted the
application more when the permission control method explained
why the application requested the data, either through text as seen
on the iOS control and Slider w/o Image control or image-based like
the Slider w/ Image control.

7.4 Privacy Decision Opportunities
The Privacy Decision Opportunities questions were asked after the
participants completed all 25 unique conditions, hence the only
factor is the Permission Control Method.

When the participants were asked how well each permission
control method provided them with the opportunity to set the
perceived best privacy decision, significant differences were found
after the 5-point Likert questions were analysed (“The permission
control method provided the opportunities to set the best privacy
decision: 1=Strongly disagree; 5=Strongly agree”, see Figure 6 for
distribution of participant responses). The ANOVA suggests that
the main effect of the Permission Control Method was statistically
significant and large (F (4) = 29.57, p < 0.001; [2𝑝 = 0.61). Post hoc
analysis revealed the Android 11 control performed statistically
significantly worse than the iOS control (p < 0.0001), the Slider w/o
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Figure 6: 5-point Likert scales 1=Strongly disagree to
5=Strongly agree plotted on a boxplot. The Slider w/ Image
control, Slider w/o Image control, and iOS control were per-
ceived best by participants to provide the best opportunity
to make the best privacy decisions. The Binary control and
the Android 11 control performed poorly.

Image control (p = 0.0001), and the Slider w/ Image control (p < 0.0001).
The Binary control also performed statistically significantly worse
than the iOS control (p < 0.0001), the Slider w/o Image control (p
< 0.0001), and the Slider w/ Image control (p < 0.0001). Finally, the
Slider w/ Image control performed statistically significantly better
than the Slider w/o Image control (p = 0.0261). The results show that
the Binary control and the Android 11 control performed poorly
compared to the rest of the control methods. The results indicate
that the participants need more information than just the name of
the sensor being requested.

7.5 Perceived Workload
The overall NASA-TLX scores for the Android 11 control was 8.65
(SD = 10.47), the Binary control was 9.92 (SD = 11.82), the Slider w/
Image control was 10.68 (SD = 9.41), the Slider w/o Image control
was 12.32 (SD = 13.19), and finally, the iOS control was 12.89 (SD
= 12.76). Statistical analysis showed the main effect of Permission
Control Method is statistically significant and large (F (4) = 3.38, p
= 0.013; [2𝑝 = 0.15). Post hoc analysis showed statistically significant
differences between the iOS control (Mdn= 8.66) and the Android
11 control (Mdn= 3.33, p = 0.036). These results show on the un-
weighted NASA-TLX only the Android 11 control scored low, and
the rest scored medium for perceived workload [42, 45, 88]. Note
that the medium level in the NASA-TLX is derived from the original
weighted scale’s 21/3 division.

7.6 Permission Control Method Rankings
Participants ranked the permission control methods in the order
of most to least preferred (see Figure 7 for distribution of permis-
sion control method rankings). The preferred permission control
method was the Slider w/ Image control (Mdn= 1st), then iOS con-
trol (Mdn= 2nd), then Slider w/o Image control (Mdn= 3rd), then
Android 11 control (Mdn= 4th), and finally the Binary control (Mdn=
5th). Statistical analysis showed the main effect of the Permission
Control Method was statistically significant and large (F (4) = 46.21,
p < 0.001; [2𝑝 = 0.71). Post hoc analysis revealed the Binary control
ranked statistically significantly worse than the iOS control (p <
0.0001), the Slider w/o Image control (p < 0.0001), and the Slider w/
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Figure 7: The figure shows the percentages of how many
times the participants ranked a permission method at a par-
ticular position. The Binary control was ranked 5th (last) 80%
of the time, while the Slider w/ Image control was ranked 1st
80% of the time.

Image control (p < 0.0001). The Android 11 control also ranked sta-
tistically significantly worse than the iOS control (p < 0.0001), the
Slider w/o Image control (p = 0.0001), and the Slider w/ Image control
(p < 0.0001). Finally the Slider w/ Image control ranked statistically
significantly better than the Slider w/o Image control (p < 0.0001),
and the iOS control (p = 0.0058)

7.7 Semi-structured Interview
We present qualitative data sectioned into three themes based on
the clustering of individual qualitative codes.

7.7.1 Understanding information andmaking decisions. As reflected
in subsection 7.1, participants found the Binary control difficult to
understand. P11 voiced “it doesn’t really tell me anything, it does
tell me what is being used but it gives me absolutely no indication
for anything other than that and that’s just not enough for me for
anything AR related”. Participants also stated that the simplicity of
the Binary control left them guessing “what I’m actually agreeing to
and when and how it’s going to be used” (P2).

Our participants brought up how they had to decide if they
trusted the app first before allowing data access when presented
with the Binary control and the Android 11 control due to the lack
of information for why the data is needed: “[My thoughts were] do
you want to use this or not, and they didn’t give you any reason why
or what it was going to use, so it was very much do I trust this app?”.

Conversely, participants appreciated the inclusion of a visual
representation of the application functionality as it allowed them
to build a clearer mental modal and decide how much information
to provide: “it kind of yeah just helps you to better understand what
and how much you give access to” (P3). The combination of both
text and image worked well together, stated by P16 “So the text gave
me like enough of an idea, but the image showed me like a practical
scenario, so I guess the image or any kind of compliment to the text
that was already there”.

7.7.2 Deciding levels of data access. Participants mentioned that
when using the Binary control, Android 11 control, and iOS control,
they felt forced to accept the permissions worrying the application
would not work. P19 voiced “it’s slightly forcing you down the path
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of agreeing because you don’t understand the consequences of say-
ing no and if you can still use that same.” In contrast, participants
mentioned that they have more control over how much data they
provide when using both the Slider w/o Image control and the Slider
w/ Image control. P3 stated, “it’s not an all or nothing scenario so...
it gives me more autonomy to choose what data you want to give
away”. P12 voiced “it felt like I had a lot more power in deciding what
I would actually like to give up because I can see how it will affect the
functionality” when referring to the Slider w/ Image control.

7.7.3 Limitations of, and Alterations to, fine-grained permissions
design. Some participants mentioned struggling to match the data
being accessed with the functionality being provided based only
on the visual representation of the application: “most of the time,
the picture put across the meaning of the description, but not always”
(P10), and “The descriptions, in some cases were also very helpful
and sometimes the image didn’t quite convey everything as well as
it could” (P20). The same comments were mentioned for sensors
that users may not be familiar with, such as eye tracking: “I didn’t
actually understand that it was using eye tracking” (P5).

Participants also proposed a number of variants to the Slider w/
Image control design, including having an application slider with
optional sensor sliders for fine-tuning of permissions (P9); associat-
ing sliders with specific functionality exposed to applications (e.g.
location, health) rather than overall application functionality (P8);
and combining the slider approach with user-configurable session-
based (P13) and location-based (P12,P16) data access constraints
for more granular control of when a permission applies.

8 DISCUSSION
8.1 Evidencing the Need for Fine-Grained

Permissions for AR
Our study showed that Slider w/ Image control performed the best
for the user’s perceived understanding of the permission control
method. Participants had a good understanding of why data was
being requested, what the app would do with the data, what func-
tionalities would be available when the app had data access, and
finally, what effects allowing data access has on the participant’s
privacy. The addition of the descriptive imagery over Slider w/o Im-
age control also helped participants understand why the permission
was requested compared to only providing textual explanations,
with no perceived impact on usability, being just as easy to use as
the current AR binary controls.

Information privacy in the literature is traditionally seen as
personal and based highly on current contexts [18, 65, 80, 81, 105].
Viewed through such a lens, users are in control of their individual
privacy when they engage with permission controls and make
decisions on what private information to share. However, literature
has also challenged the idea of individualism and privacy [11, 92, 99,
104], particularly where others privacy attitudes (or lack of) impact
more than the user themselves [11, 92, 99, 104]. For example on
social media, no matter how disciplined a users privacy attitudes
are, it makes no difference if the users friend of posts, shares or
leaks private information about them [11, 99].

In a future where everyday AR headsets that are packed with
sensing capabilities are worn by multiple people at any given time,

privacy could also be considered a collective problem. Literature has
shown applications shift the privacy risk assessment of allowing
permissions to their users [110]. Placing privacy decisions in the
hands of the user requires the user to have a well-rounded view
and access to all the information first. Hence, for users to even have
a chance to make a fair and informed decision, users need to have a
strong understanding of the implications of their choices in allowing
or denying data access. Conversely, both Binary control andAndroid
11 control performed poorly in how well participants understood
the permission control methods. Binary control was consistently
last, and Android 11 control, when not tied last, came second last.
Both the permission control methods present the least information,
thus placing last reflects previous work that permission prompts
that show very little information are more challenging for users to
understand [27, 56, 75]. These results also show that the participants
were cautious about their privacy when considering the new level
of privacy invasion that AR can potentially bring [2, 94].

AR (and XR permissions, more generally) have thus far typically
copied and pasted from smartphone permission architectures. We
posit that this is a short-term solution, as AR has different privacy
risks than smartphones [2]. Hence as AR devices develop and grow
in consumer adoption, we argue that permissions controls such as
the Slider w/ Image control built specifically for AR are needed to
enhance the privacy of consumer AR devices and support users in
determining an acceptable privacy/functionality trade-off. When
users have better privacy controls, everyone benefits. Our results
emphasise the utility of, and need for, such an approach.

8.1.1 Supporting Better Privacy Decisions from the Start. Past work
shows that users rarely modify permissions after allowing access
[60, 64, 101, 110]. Users treating permission setting as a ‘one-and-
done’ procedure adds to the importance of providing users with the
complete information to make informed decisions [23, 63, 75, 102,
113] early and when given the opportunity. Our results imply that
users can make better privacy decisions the first time around when
presented with a user-experience-based fine-grained permission
system, and rankings and qualitative feedback affirm that partic-
ipants preferred the permission control methods that gave them
fine-grained controls over data access.

8.1.2 The Benefits of Transparency: Supporting Trust in AR Apps and
Devices. The use of fine-grained permissions also has potentially
beneficial consequences beyond supporting user privacy. In terms
of trusting the accuracy of the information, the application, and
the device, the Slider w/ Image control, Slider w/o Image control, and
iOS control were tied for first place. In effect, participants’ trust in-
creased when the permission control transparently communicated
the application functionality and the scope of data capture. This is
important because previous research shows that when users trust
the application, they are more likely to provide more data access
[39, 44, 59, 113, 114]. If permission controls can inspire greater trust,
they are likely to then encourage users to grant some (rather than
no) data access, which could consequently increase the acceptance
and adoption of consumer AR devices and applications in the near
future.
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8.2 Challenges in Supporting Fine-Grain
Permissions for Everyday AR In Practice

Whilst our Slider w/ Image control design offers a usable, prefer-
able means of supporting users in decision making around the
privacy/functionality trade-off for AR apps, there are a number of
challenges that would need to be addressed to put such a design
into practice.

8.2.1 Creating and Validating Granular Permission Prompts. Writ-
ing effective permission descriptions such as the ones seen in the
iOS control and Slider w/o Image control poses challenges for devel-
opers to implement. Writing a message that is both detailed and
concise in a few sentences, and can accurately summarise the extent
of data capture and the resultant functionality of the application,
is an extra burden placed upon the shoulders of developers and
copywriters [36]. Any such content would need to be validated by
a trusted third party such as the AR platforms themselves, much
as Apple for example currently validate app-specific messages for
camera permissions1. The Slider w/ Image control could also be
seen to increase the burden for developers and platforms to inform
privacy decisions meaningfully - but by using screenshots, illus-
trations, or live previews, it can be feasible to envisage creating
useful visualisations that could be accomplished with only modest
effort/input from developers, and be standardised across platforms.

Leaving the application companies to create the segments will
bring into question the validity of the segments themselves. Cur-
rently there is no infrastructure preventing developers frommaking
incorrect segments or providing insufficient trade-offs for the user
to decide from. A possible solution is to place the responsibility of
checking the trade-offs to a third party such as the app store. Apple
and Meta both already check applications data access before they
can be added to their app stores [50, 90], checking the validity of
the segments could be added to the existing checklist. Applications
could provide the list of proposed segments and need to justify how
each segment follows a sensible data access gradient.

8.2.2 Supporting Granularity in Existing Sensing APIs. The imple-
mentation of Slider w/ Image control also requires developing crucial
supporting infrastructure. At a low level, platforms and SDKs could
provide more granular APIs that discretize existing sensors’ reso-
lution, sample rate and accuracy [19, 78]. We could envisage for
example, requesting low resolution, time-limited, or selectively
obfuscated/censored RGBD, eye-tracking, physiological and micro-
phone data that could enhance privacy whilst limiting an applica-
tion’s access only to what is justifiable. At a higher level, platforms
could provide granular wrapper APIs that provide developers only
with the computed results or data they need rather than the un-
derlying raw sensor data, e.g. requesting tracking of nearby planar
surfaces rather than receiving an RGBD feed. Given such granular-
ity, we could envisage having standardised descriptions, imagery
and visualisations that map to defined granular low/high-level APIs,
further easing the burden on developers around defining under-
standable permission prompts. The benefit of the Slider w/ Image
control design lies in the ability to adapt to permissions evolving
towards increasing granularity. The design can incorporate further

1https://developer.apple.com/documentation/avfoundation/capture_setup/
requesting_authorization_to_capture_and_save_media, last accessed 29/08/2023.

discrete points based on the needs of the application or the granu-
larity of the underlying APIs. This also means that the slider could
potentially set data access levels on a continuous scale if appropri-
ate e.g. to account for the large data capture abilities of everyday
AR headsets, and extent of control users might wish to exert over
consequent application permissions and resulting functionality. For
example, consider an application where proximity dictates what it
senses of reality - in such a case, a near-continuous slider would be
preferable.

Beyond individual sensor access control, research has also shown
that sensitive information can be inferred by combining data from
multiple AR sensors [2, 87, 103]. Hence it is paramount that develop-
ers and platforms have a basis for understanding which sensor com-
binations represent more invasive and potentially privacy-sensitive
decisions, and communicate this to users. Subsequently, develop-
ers and/or platforms will need to be able to define and describe
the data access levels for their applications fairly to users. The
data access levels must enable users to make informed, meaningful
trade-offs between their privacy and the application’s functionality.
As presented in our implementation of the Slider w/ Image control,
developers could provide users with an "Optimal" data access level
that ideally provides almost perfect performance and functionality
while still providing users with a degree of privacy.

8.2.3 Vulnerabilities in Proposed Slider-Based Permission Prompts.
We note that our proposed Slider w/ Image control design could
be exposed to potential misuse or attack through deceptive de-
signs/dark patterns, designs implemented to deceive the user into
doing something that is not in their best interest [14, 35, 37]. The
developed-defined content of the Slider prompt is an obvious vulner-
ability. Developers could make images for the settings that provide
the most sensor data more appealing to users than lower data access
levels. Creating misleading images can act as clickbait, showing
functionality too good to be true or of unrealistic performance
degradation in lower data access levels. Developers could also state
that the application’s functionality cannot be implemented with
less data access. A potential solution to combat ‘clickbait’ sliders
could be allowing the image element to only show a screenshot of
the actual application without any supplementary text or alteration.

Outside of the images being used to mislead users, malicious
applications could use the “Optimal Performance” tag to nudge
users to a certain level of data access. As mentioned, the spirit of
the tag is to represent a data access level that provides the user
with most or all functionality without providing full data access.
As there is currently no way of regulating such a rule, developers
could place the tag on the highest level of data access. Such a tag, in
theory would be effective to potentially speed through a permission
prompt while protecting user privacy. Yet, if used dishonourably
in practice, this may cause more harm than good. Meaning this
should be monitored and moderated in any eventual real-world
implementation.

Another potential misuse of the Slider w/ Image control is that
applications bypass this permission method entirely by setting the
slider prompt text to “Move the slider to the right” or “Move the
slider to here”, indicating the users to move the slider to the maxi-
mum point. Dark Patterns such as this would allow an application
to access over-privileged data and go against the spirit of the Slider

https://developer.apple.com/documentation/avfoundation/capture_setup/requesting_authorization_to_capture_and_save_media
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/avfoundation/capture_setup/requesting_authorization_to_capture_and_save_media
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w/ Image control. iOS had a similar problem with the background
of an application behind the permission prompt asking users to
allow full permission and displaying an arrow to users pointing at
the "Allow" button [50]. Apple has since banned such applications’
access to the Apple app store and provided clear rules for how ap-
plications can communicate to users regarding permissions to data
[50]. A similar rule would be a simple method of stopping the Slider
w/ Image control from being misused. As previously discussed, we
see platform validation of such descriptions as being an integral
part of safeguarding users.

8.3 Future Directions
8.3.1 Transitioning from Smartphone to AR-Specific Permission
Prompts. We recommend that AR devices transition away from
the traditional binary permissions currently in use due to privacy
concerns, lack of user understanding, and trust issues, as found
in our research. Our findings open the door to further exploring
AR-specific permission control methods rather than moving sys-
tems from one medium (smartphones) to another (AR/XR headsets).
When designing AR-specific permission controls, utilising AR fea-
tures such as immersiveness would aid in moving away from the
reliance on text-based permission prompts that are present on other
devices. For example, as shown in Prange et al. [89], various AR
elements were placed in the user’s space to communicate the pres-
ence of any IoT devices and potential privacy intrusions. As we
mentioned in section 3, AR headsets could offer a multitude of
approaches for immersively visualising and explaining the permis-
sion decisions being requested from users. Augmenting the user’s
surroundings could go further and replace the images used in our
Slider w/ Image control implementation altogether. For example, if
the user was placed in the AR app and allowed to interact with the
permission to change the data access levels, they could potentially
see the differences visualised in real-time.

8.3.2 Towards Usable, Automated Data Access Controls. Our find-
ings also motivate investigating different methods to handle data
access control outside or complementary to permissions. New AR
permission control methods need to consider that everyday AR
headsets will be equipped with ‘always-on’ sensors that are con-
tinuously sensing information. AR specific permission prompts
need to consider different approaches to allow users to provide tem-
porary, session-based and location-based access to data. Current
smartphone methods to provide temporary access commonly rely
on an active session, such as “Only at this time” or “Only while
using” which can get blurred in an AR context when everyday
AR headsets run multiple applications for long extended periods.
To account for headsets being in multiple locations in one wear
session, AR headsets could dynamically configure permissions on
the fly. Roesner et al. [95] proposed a permission system that used
digital ‘passports’ to disable or alter AR sensors when the headset
was in a sensitive location. Setting digital passports to dynamically
configure permission in line with what the user is comfortable
being collected could be introduced using ‘user privacy profiles’.
Users could set a privacy profile at the headset’s first installation or
start-up, similar to VR headsets asking users to set a play boundary
[72]. If a user enters a location that does not have permissions
configured already, the user should not be burdened again to set

and alter their profiles manually. Adding the Slider w/ Image control
on top of the Roesner et al.’s [95] passports could enable a clearer
understanding for users of how the application will work within a
location’s determined data access level or the user’s preset privacy
profile.

An example of how an AR permission system can account for
the prolonged use of AR headsets is by implementing a ‘least privi-
lege needed until told otherwise’ [98] approach. Hence the headset
restricts all data access in a new location until the user explicitly
grants permission. However, such an approach is naive, as function-
ality could be blocked or degraded indiscriminately regardless of
the user’s comfort and awareness of the risks. Moreover, removing
data access whenever the user enters a new location would be a
usability nightmare, as the user would need to manually reset their
permissions multiple times a day. A more promising approach may
be to implement a ‘context privacy manager’ that predicts settings
based on past behaviours from the user or incorporates different
baseline permission configurations based on the user’s context.
Such a manager would remove the burden from the user of man-
ually re-configuring their permissions continuously throughout
the day. An AR context privacy manager should go beyond the
singular dimension of location and account for more nuanced infor-
mation, such as why the context requires a specific level of privacy,
e.g. the user is in a vulnerable state or dealing with confidential
information. When combined with the Slider w/ Image control, the
context privacy manager could move the controls slider to different
positions rather than the binary choice of allowing or blocking data
access. Consequently, the only impact the user faces is the level of
functionality available at a given point in time.

8.4 Towards Fine-Grained Permissions for
Everyday AR

Our paper has outlined and evidenced the need for permission
control methods that can better address the privacy challenges
posed by everyday AR in the near future, proposing that platforms
move away from binary permission prompts towards fine-grain
permissions that enable users to make informed decisions in bal-
ancing their privacy versus the AR application functionality. For
such a vision to become a reality, collaboration between developers,
academia, and platform creators is needed. All parties must put
time and effort into further developing privacy protections that
allow applications access to the data they need, such as fine-grained
permissions or the Slider w/ Image control. While challenging, such
initiatives are still possible with time. For example, fine-grained
location permissions are now readily available for both Android and
iOS [6, 30, 50] and provide precedent to be extended for other AR
sensors. In this work, we placed the Slider w/ Image control within
five contexts based on realistic apps that could be seen within ev-
eryday AR headsets. A direction that should be evaluated is how
well the Slider w/ Image control performs given the nuances of the
user’s data access behaviours within more specific high-value or
high-impact application archetypes, considering the predominant
use cases that eventually emerge around consumer everyday AR
such as immersive video streaming [97] or augmented productivity
[71].
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Moreover, permission systems built specifically for AR should
carefully consider the burden on AR users to engage with fine-
grained permissions. Whilst our proposed designs did not impact
perceived user workload to a problematic degree, there is signif-
icant scope for variation here, in terms of the complexity of the
prompt information and how it is visually conveyed, that would
necessitate carefully assessing the privacy-utility trade-off [106]
and the consequent burden placed on users in any eventual real-
world implementation. We argue that such an effort must be made
to safeguard user privacy before we see consumers’ anticipated
mass adoption of everyday AR.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored permission methods to allow AR users to
control their privacy effectively. We presented and evaluated (N=20)
five different AR permission control methods across five different
usage contexts. We introduced a novel permission control method
to explore how users customise the trade-off between their privacy
and application functionality. We found that our participants prefer
permission control methods that allow them fine-grained controls
over the data they provide compared to prompts that request full
access, even when users can provide temporary access, such as
“Allow once”. Our participants preferred permission controls that
allowed them to experience why the data was requested and how
the data would add to the app’s functionality through graphical
and textual explanations. Moreover, we found that our participants
were more likely to trust the app when it is transparent with users
about requesting data. Our work creates space for new permission
control methods built explicitly for head-worn AR to be explored -
methods that consider the advantages, challenges and differences
of AR compared to other devices, such as smartphones, in order to
protect user privacy.
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A APPENDICES
A.1 Post-Study Semi-Structured Interview

Script
(1) Can you explain to me why you ranked the permission con-

trol methods the way you did?
(2) Can you reflect on how well you understood the permission

control methods?
(3) What was your thought process when interacting with the

five permission controls (order of permission prompts were
randomised)?

(4) Contrasting the Slider w/o Image control and Slider w/ Image
control with what you have used before, were there any
changes to your mindset when you were presented with fine
grain control of your data?

(5) Do you feel the permission controls were enough to protect
your privacy when using the applications?

(6) Is there anything we have missed regarding the permission
control methods or something you feel I haven’t asked you
about yet?

(7) Considering the implementation of the Slider w/o Image con-
trol and Slider w/ Image control, would you prefer if there
was one slider for each sensor the application wants data
from or would you prefer if there was one slider in total for
the whole app that controlled every sensor the application
wanted data from?

(8) Is there anything you feel the Slider w/o Image control and
Slider w/ Image control stopped you from doing or was miss-
ing?

(9) Are there any final thought and opinions you want to share
about your experience?
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A.2 Interaction Effects Between Context and
Permission Control Methods

A.2.1 Understanding of What Data the Application Will be Able
to Use. Table 1 contains the significant post-hoc ART-C contrasts
for the interactions effects between Context and Permission Con-
trol Methods, the P values presented are corrected using Tukey
corrections. Figure 8 shows the interaction plot of the two factors.
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Figure 8: 5-point Likert scales 1=Strongly disagree to
5=Strongly agree plotted on an interaction plot showing the
changes in mean Likert Scores of understanding what data
they application will be able to use for each permission con-
trol method across all of the contexts.

A.2.2 Understanding the Applications Functionality. Table 2 con-
tains the significant post-hoc ART-C contrasts for the interactions
effects between Context and Permission Control Methods, the P
values presented are corrected using Tukey corrections. Figure 9
shows the interaction plot of the two factors.
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Figure 9: 5-point Likert scales 1=Strongly disagree to
5=Strongly agree plotted on an interaction plot showing the
changes in mean Likert Scores of understanding what func-
tionality the application will be able to provide for each per-
mission control method across all of the contexts.
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Table 1: Degrees-of-freedom method: kenward-roger. P value adjustment: tukey method for comparing a family of 25 estimates

Significant Values of the Interaction Effects Between Context and Permission Control Methods
Contrasts SE df t.ratio p.value
ARHealth,Android - StreetNav,WithImageSlider 33.01 456.00 -4.00 0.02
ARHealth,Binary - StreetNav,WithImageSlider 33.01 456.00 -3.95 0.02
ARHealth,iOS - ARHealth,NoImageSlider 33.01 456.00 3.86 0.03
ARHealth,iOS - Filterr,Android 33.01 456.00 4.67 0.00
ARHealth,iOS - StreetNav,Binary 33.01 456.00 4.13 0.01
ARHealth,iOS - Subtitle,Android 33.01 456.00 4.57 0.00
ARHealth,NoImageSlider - RoomDesigner,WithImageSlider 33.01 456.00 -4.34 0.00
ARHealth,WithImageSlider - Filterr,Binary 33.01 456.00 3.84 0.03
ARHealth,WithImageSlider - Subtitle,Binary 33.01 456.00 4.30 0.01
Filterr,Android - StreetNav,iOS 33.01 456.00 -3.85 0.03
Filterr,Binary - StreetNav,iOS 33.01 456.00 -4.06 0.01
Filterr,iOS - Filterr,WithImageSlider 33.01 456.00 -3.84 0.03
Filterr,iOS - StreetNav,WithImageSlider 33.01 456.00 -4.27 0.01
Filterr,iOS - Subtitle,WithImageSlider 33.01 456.00 -3.70 0.05
Filterr,NoImageSlider - Subtitle,Binary 33.01 456.00 4.12 0.01
Filterr,WithImageSlider - RoomDesigner,Android 33.01 456.00 4.12 0.01
Filterr,WithImageSlider - RoomDesigner,Binary 33.01 456.00 4.32 0.00
Filterr,WithImageSlider - StreetNav,Android 33.01 456.00 3.81 0.03
RoomDesigner,Android - StreetNav,WithImageSlider 33.01 456.00 -4.55 0.00
RoomDesigner,Android - Subtitle,WithImageSlider 33.01 456.00 -3.98 0.02
RoomDesigner,Binary - RoomDesigner,WithImageSlider 33.01 456.00 -3.81 0.03
RoomDesigner,Binary - Subtitle,WithImageSlider 33.01 456.00 -4.18 0.01
RoomDesigner,iOS - StreetNav,WithImageSlider 33.01 456.00 -3.93 0.02
RoomDesigner,WithImageSlider - StreetNav,Binary 33.01 456.00 4.61 0.00
StreetNav,Android - StreetNav,WithImageSlider 33.01 456.00 -4.25 0.01
StreetNav,iOS - Subtitle,Android 33.01 456.00 3.75 0.04
StreetNav,iOS - Subtitle,Binary 33.01 456.00 4.53 0.00
StreetNav,NoImageSlider - Subtitle,Binary 33.01 456.00 3.71 0.05
Subtitle,Binary - Subtitle,iOS 33.01 456.00 -3.71 0.05
Subtitle,Binary - Subtitle,NoImageSlider 33.01 456.00 -4.10 0.01
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Figure 10: 5-point Likert scales 1=Strongly disagree to
5=Strongly agree plotted on an interaction plot showing the
changes in mean Likert Scores of understanding why the
application requested the data it did for each permission
control method across all of the contexts.

A.2.3 Understanding Why the Application Requested the Data. Ta-
ble 3 contains the significant post-hoc ART-C contrasts for the
interactions effects between Context and Permission Control Meth-
ods, the P values presented are corrected using Tukey corrections.
Figure 10 shows the interaction plot of the two factors.

A.3 Detailed Permission Prompts
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Table 2: Degrees-of-freedom method: kenward-roger. P value adjustment: tukey method for comparing a family of 25 estimates

Significant Values of the Interaction Effects Between Context and Permission Control Methods
Contrasts SE df t.ratio p.value
ARHealth,Android - Filterr,NoImageSlider 27.64 456.00 -4.21 0.01
ARHealth,Android - RoomDesigner,NoImageSlider 27.64 456.00 -4.12 0.01
ARHealth,Binary - Filterr,iOS 27.64 456.00 -4.56 0.00
ARHealth,Binary - Subtitle,iOS 27.64 456.00 -4.61 0.00
ARHealth,iOS - StreetNav,NoImageSlider 27.64 456.00 3.78 0.04
ARHealth,NoImageSlider - Filterr,NoImageSlider 27.64 456.00 -3.91 0.02
ARHealth,NoImageSlider - RoomDesigner,NoImageSlider 27.64 456.00 -3.83 0.03
Filterr,iOS - StreetNav,WithImageSlider 27.64 456.00 -3.77 0.04
Filterr,iOS - Subtitle,NoImageSlider 27.64 456.00 3.82 0.03
Filterr,NoImageSlider - RoomDesigner,Android 27.64 456.00 4.58 0.00
Filterr,NoImageSlider - RoomDesigner,Binary 27.64 456.00 4.49 0.00
Filterr,NoImageSlider - StreetNav,Android 27.64 456.00 3.73 0.04
RoomDesigner,Android - RoomDesigner,NoImageSlider 27.64 456.00 -4.49 0.00
RoomDesigner,Android - StreetNav,NoImageSlider 27.64 456.00 -4.05 0.01
RoomDesigner,Binary - RoomDesigner,NoImageSlider 27.64 456.00 -4.40 0.00
RoomDesigner,Binary - StreetNav,NoImageSlider 27.64 456.00 -3.95 0.02
StreetNav,iOS - Subtitle,NoImageSlider 27.64 456.00 4.11 0.01
StreetNav,WithImageSlider - Subtitle,iOS 27.64 456.00 3.72 0.04
Subtitle,Binary - Subtitle,NoImageSlider 27.64 456.00 -4.06 0.01
Subtitle,iOS - Subtitle,NoImageSlider 27.64 456.00 3.87 0.03
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Table 3: Degrees-of-freedom method: kenward-roger. P value adjustment: tukey method for comparing a family of 25 estimates

Significant Values of the Interaction Effects Between Context and Permission Control Methods
Contrasts SE df t.ratio p.value
ARHealth,Android - ARHealth,WithImageSlider 31.61 456.00 -4.36 0.00
ARHealth,Android - Filterr,NoImageSlider 31.61 456.00 -3.78 0.04
ARHealth,Android - Subtitle,iOS 31.61 456.00 -4.59 0.00
ARHealth,Binary - ARHealth,WithImageSlider 31.61 456.00 -4.05 0.01
ARHealth,Binary - Subtitle,iOS 31.61 456.00 -4.28 0.01
ARHealth,iOS - RoomDesigner,Android 31.61 456.00 4.67 0.00
ARHealth,iOS - StreetNav,Binary 31.61 456.00 4.30 0.01
ARHealth,iOS - Subtitle,NoImageSlider 31.61 456.00 4.00 0.02
ARHealth,NoImageSlider - Filterr,iOS 31.61 456.00 -4.38 0.00
ARHealth,NoImageSlider - RoomDesigner,WithImageSlider 31.61 456.00 -4.65 0.00
ARHealth,NoImageSlider - Subtitle,iOS 31.61 456.00 -3.84 0.03
ARHealth,NoImageSlider - Subtitle,WithImageSlider 31.61 456.00 -4.50 0.00
ARHealth,WithImageSlider - Filterr,Android 31.61 456.00 4.06 0.01
Filterr,Android - Subtitle,iOS 31.61 456.00 -4.29 0.01
Filterr,Binary - RoomDesigner,NoImageSlider 31.61 456.00 -4.38 0.00
Filterr,Binary - StreetNav,iOS 31.61 456.00 -4.35 0.00
Filterr,Binary - StreetNav,NoImageSlider 31.61 456.00 -4.34 0.00
Filterr,iOS - RoomDesigner,Android 31.61 456.00 4.21 0.01
Filterr,iOS - StreetNav,Android 31.61 456.00 4.27 0.01
Filterr,iOS - StreetNav,Binary 31.61 456.00 3.84 0.03
Filterr,NoImageSlider - RoomDesigner,Binary 31.61 456.00 4.55 0.00
Filterr,NoImageSlider - Subtitle,Android 31.61 456.00 4.34 0.00
Filterr,WithImageSlider - StreetNav,Binary 31.61 456.00 4.55 0.00
Filterr,WithImageSlider - Subtitle,NoImageSlider 31.61 456.00 4.26 0.01
RoomDesigner,Android - RoomDesigner,WithImageSlider 31.61 456.00 -4.48 0.00
RoomDesigner,Android - Subtitle,WithImageSlider 31.61 456.00 -4.32 0.00
RoomDesigner,Binary - RoomDesigner,NoImageSlider 31.61 456.00 -4.07 0.01
RoomDesigner,Binary - StreetNav,iOS 31.61 456.00 -4.04 0.01
RoomDesigner,Binary - StreetNav,NoImageSlider 31.61 456.00 -4.03 0.01
RoomDesigner,iOS - Subtitle,NoImageSlider 31.61 456.00 4.52 0.00
RoomDesigner,NoImageSlider - Subtitle,Android 31.61 456.00 3.86 0.03
RoomDesigner,WithImageSlider - StreetNav,Android 31.61 456.00 4.54 0.00
RoomDesigner,WithImageSlider - StreetNav,Binary 31.61 456.00 4.11 0.01
RoomDesigner,WithImageSlider - Subtitle,NoImageSlider 31.61 456.00 3.81 0.03
StreetNav,Android - Subtitle,iOS 31.61 456.00 -3.73 0.04
StreetNav,Android - Subtitle,WithImageSlider 31.61 456.00 -4.39 0.00
StreetNav,Binary - Subtitle,WithImageSlider 31.61 456.00 -3.95 0.02
StreetNav,iOS - Subtitle,Android 31.61 456.00 3.82 0.03
StreetNav,NoImageSlider - Subtitle,Android 31.61 456.00 3.82 0.03
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Table 4: Binary control prompts per context

Context Name Binary Text

Subtitle Subtitle has requested access to the microphone on your device

Filterr Filterr has requested access to the camera on your device

Room Desinger Room Designer has requested access to the camera on your device

StreetNav 1- StreetNav has requested access to the camera on your device
2- StreetNav has requested access to your device’s GPS location

AR Health 1- AR Health has requested access to the Pedometer on your device
2- AR Health has requested access to your device’s GPS location
3- AR Health has requested access to your device’s Heart Rate sensor
4- AR Health has requested access to eye tracking

Table 5: iOS control prompts per context

Context
Name

Permission Title Permission Description

Subtitle “Subtitle” Would Like to Access the Microphone To let you know who else is in the room with
you and what they are saying

Filterr “Filterr” Would Like to Access the Camera To let you apply filters onto other people around
you and your surroundings

Room Designer “Room Designer” Would Like to Access the Camera To let you place objects in your space and rec-
ommend matching items

StreetNav 1- “StreetNav” Would Like to Access the Camera 1- To let you see directions augmented onto
your peripheral vision

2- Allow “StreetNav” to use your location? 2- To see turn-by-turn directions, search nearby
locations and get traffic updates, allow Street-
Nav to find your location

AR Health 1- “AR Health” Would Like to Access Pedometer 1- To allow you to count and review how many
steps you have taken

2- Allow “AR Health” to use your location 2- To let you see where you have been and how
many calories you burned

3- “AR Health” Would Like to Access HeartRate 3- To let you see what heart rate information
such as resting and current heart rate

4- “AR Health” Would Like to Access Eye Tracking 4- To let you see how your mental health, such
as your mood and illnesses
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Table 6: Android 11 control prompts per context

Context Name Permission Text

Subtitle Allow Subtitle to record audio?

Filterr Allow Filterr to take pictures and record video?

Room Desinger Allow Room Desinger to take pictures and record video?

StreetNav 1- Allow StreetNav to take pictures and record video?
2- Allow StreetNav to access this device’s location?

AR Health 1- Allow AR Health to access your physical activity?
2- Allow AR Health to access this device’s location?
3- AR Health has requested access to your devices Heart Rate sensor
4- AR Health has requested access to eye tracking

Table 7: Slider w/o Image control and Slider w/ Image control prompts per context

Context Name Slider Text

Subtitle 1- Deny Subtitle access to the microphone on your device
2- Minimum Requirement: Subtitle only knows if there was sound picked up by the microphone
3- Subtitle is only aware of the occurrence and direction of a sound
4- Optimal Performance: Subtitle has access to a distorted version of the full microphone audio
5- Subtitle has access to the full microphone audio

Filterr 1- Deny Filterr access to the camera on your device
2- Minimum Requirement: Filterr can only see where a person is, and how far away they are
3- Filterr can see the silhouette of the people around you
4- Optimal Performance: Filterr can see a full 3D model of the person
5- Filterr has full access to the front camera

Room Designer 1- Minimum Requirement: Deny Room Designer access to the camera on your device
2- Room Designer only has access to the dimensions of your space
3- Room Designer has access to 3D structural data of your space
4- Optimal Performance: Room Designer has access to a full colour and texture 3D scan of your space

StreetNav 1- Minimum Requirement: Deny StreetNav access to both camera and locational data from your headset
2- StreetNav can only see the route of your journey
3- StreetNav has access to your headset’s approximate GPS location
4- Optimal Performance: StreetNav has precise access to your headset’s GPS location
5- StreeNav can determine your exact location using full GPS and camera data

AR Health 1- Deny AR Health access to the health sensors on your device
2- Minimum Requirement: AR Health can only see an average of your health sensors data
3- AR Health receives health data from your device every minute
4- AR Health receives health data from your device every 10 seconds
5- AR Health receives full real time health data from your device
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